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                                    Biden Relaunches Cancer Moonshot Initiative

                                    
President Joe Biden announced Wednesday that he is giving a new push to the cancer moonshot initiative that he first led during the Obama administration.
In his announcement, Biden said the program would aim to boost prevention, screening and research with a target of reducing the cancer death rate by 50% over the next 25 years. Both Biden and his wife, Jill, have embraced the initiative ever since they lost their son, Beau, to brain cancer at the age of 46 in 2015.
"For Joe and me, [Beau's death] has stolen our joy," Jill Biden said at a White House event detailing the relaunch. "It left us broken in our grief. But through that pain, we found purpose, strengthening our fortitude for this fight to end cancer as we know it."
The project will also urge Americans to resume cancer screenings, which have declined during the pandemic, and seek to create more equitable access to cancer care through measures such as mobile screening.
A "cancer cabinet" of officials from across the federal government will be created to coordinate efforts, and there will be a push to hasten emerging early detection methods such as liquid biopsies to find multiple cancers through blood tests, the White House said in a fact sheet detailing the plan.
"All those we lost, all those we miss, we can end cancer as we know it," Biden said at a White House gathering that included about 100 cancer researchers. "This is a presidential White House priority. Period."
One cancer advocate welcomed the return of the program.
"The original moonshot demonstrated that it was possible to compress a decade's worth of progress into a few short years," said Ellen Sigal, chairperson and founder of Friends of Cancer Research, an advocacy group. "We can't afford to not make that opportunity a reality again."
In a statement recapping the history of the moonshot program, the National Cancer Institute said it has funded hundreds of research projects, including expanding the use of immunotherapy, overcoming cancer's resistance to treatments and finding new ways to treat pediatric cancer.
The only thing the plan is missing is money.
Biden called on Congress to fund the new program, but didn't provide a specific proposal. In 2016, Congress provided $1.8 billion over seven years for the first cancer moonshot, and about $400 million, or two years of funding, remains, the Washington Post reported.
"The goals are clear and important, but what's not clear is how we get there," a cancer advocate who spoke on the condition of anonymity told the Post. "Where are the dollars coming from?"
Some cancer advocates said they push Biden to outline concrete funding proposals in his State of the Union address on March 1.
Increased prevention and early detection efforts could significantly reduce cancer death rates, but such improvements are costly, noted Margaret Foti, chief executive officer of the American Association for Cancer Research.
"We need to make sure there's funding available to develop the new technologies and implement them," she told the Post.
More information
Visit the American Association for Cancer Research for more on cancer research.
SOURCE: White House statement, Feb. 2, 2022; Washington Post
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                                                        Our commitment to patient care and health is priority one here at Kingsbay Chemists.

We believe in the value of providing personalized service and quality products.
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